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Exotic Nuclei
Exotic nuclei have an imbalance of protons and neutrons so quickly decay
into other nuclei. They have short lifetimes.
Why study them? To test theories of nuclear structure towards the limits
of nuclear existence. Nuclear structure has implications for fundamental
science, the origin of chemical elements, and in areas such as nuclear
medicine and reactor design. We aim to improve our predictive power
for inaccessible environments e.g. neutron star mergers.
Challenge: Creating an exotic nuclear target for an experiment is impos-
sible! It decays before you can do anything with it.
Solution: Use the exotic nucleus as the beam — the ISOLDE facility at
CERN is able to produce over 1000 different radioactive nuclei to study.

The MRI magnet

Brisbane

CERNThe magnetic field of a solenoid
can be used to contain the par-
ticles that are emitted follow-
ing nuclear reactions.
Origins of the magnet: The
magnet came from a hos-
pital in Brisbane. It has a
strong, uniformmagnetic field, so
is ideal for this experimental tech-
nique. And it’s cheaper and more
sustainable to reuse an unwanted magnet!

Solenoidal spectrometers

The MRI magnet arriving at CERN[1].
It creates a strong magnetic field, and
surrounds the silicon array:

1 The beam particle has
a short lifetime, somust be
accelerated to the target
quickly through the middle
of the detector before it
decays .

2 Beam particle passes through the centre of
the detector and hits the target, which contains
2H nuclei. In a single step, a neutron is trans-
ferred from the target to the beam particle, and
the remaining proton from the target is ejected
backwards.

3 Charged particles in magnetic fields
move in helical orbits, so the proton
completes (at least) one orbit before
landing on the detector that surrounds
the beam. This proton carries the in-
formation about the nucleus we want to
study.

4 Residual nucleus hits
recoil detector, and allows
the reaction of interest to
be selected.
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Residual
nucleus: A+1Z
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Case study: d(28Mg,p)29Mg
Why 29Mg?: It’s an exotic nucleus that is in a region of rapidly chang-
ing nuclear structure. The properties of any measured states can
provide a benchmark for how well different theories describe ob-
served changes in nuclear structure.
Set up:Use a beam of 28Mg and look at cases where 29Mg is created
and a proton is ejected.
Results:Well-defined peaks in the final excitation-energy spectrum,
which correspond to different states in 29Mg [2]. The observed
width of the states (resolution) is better than any previous device
used to study atomic nuclei in this way.
The future: The ISOLDE Solenoidal Spectrometer will be used to
study a range of exotic nuclei with implications for fundamental sci-
ence, nuclear astrophysics, as well as nuclear industry through the
study of nuclei that undergo nuclear fission.
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Experiment Theory

Theory predicts a series of lines
that correspond to each state,
and that’s what we see in our
data! This can be used to cre-
ate an excitation-energy spectrum
with well-defined peaks. These can
be used to get information about
the nuclear structure.
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